First Time in Johannesburg—March 2018
Master Crystal Teacher Mika Leads Two New Classes
Instantaneous Healing through the Vogel Technique
Saturday, March 10, 10am—5pm
Marcel Vogel (1917-1991) was a research scientist for IBM for 27 years and holds numerous
patents for his inventions. His areas of expertise were phosphor technology, liquid crystal
systems, luminescence and magnetics. From his pioneering work in plant communications and
his deep study of quartz crystals, he created a unique faceted crystal known as the Vogel-cut
crystal. It can serve to store, amplify, convert and cohere subtle energies.
During this full-day workshop, we discuss his discoveries on crystals, water and storage
and we look at the new techniques that have emerged utilizing the Vogel crystal for healing,
that were passed along to Mika. In his nearly 30 years of working with crystals, Mika has never
observed as much instantaneous healing as is possible by using the Vogel technique, where we
become conduits of Light and Love offered through the Divine. When a crystal is cut and
shaped, it takes on a form that can be found in a Sacred Geometric pattern…in this case, the
Tree of Life form. This is a hands-on class where you receive and give healings through this
Sacred form. Class counts towards Certification through The Academy for Healing Arts.

Crystal Guardians and the Five Quartz Frequency
Sunday, March 11, Noon—5pm
Crystal Guardians are among us, giving selflessly to assist humans in advancing
toward our destinies and Ascension. In this class, we study the Five Quartz
Frequency: starting with Clear – the Grandfather of the Crystal Kingdom – then
encompassing all the colors of the rainbow, quartz manifests and resonates
throughout our Chakra system. The clarity of pure white light moves from its
clearest high vibration into the denser and lower frequencies of the Smoky, the
Rose, the Citrine and the Amethyst. The Crystal Guardians direct you in a deep
meditation process, resonating in sequence with each of these stones and color
frequencies, to facilitate your journey. Join us to heal and attune your chakras.
MIKA is recognized worldwide for his excellence in
teaching on crystals, energy healing and Magnified
Healing. Called "a teacher's teacher and a healer's
healer" by many, Mika is a trained Crystal Keeper
and Guardian, a Traditional Reiki and Karuna Reiki
Master, Master Teacher of Magnified Healing and
a Clinical Hypnotherapist. Mika's teaching ministry
includes structured classes in crystal and gemstone
therapy under The Academy for Healing Arts, and
he has extensive experience with Marcel Vogel
techniques. Mika has also lectured on crystals and healing at the United
Nations in NYC. In addition to teaching, Mika is a personal certified guide
for Sacred John of God Tours to Brazil. www.academyforhealingarts.com
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